Summary on standardization and the
legal framework necessary for a bright
pedelec future!
By Hannes Neupert, Friedrichshafen Juli 7th 2018

Pedelecs
The world market for pedelecs
is still in its early stages. The
potential is huge, but sleeping…
We need the industry to wake it
up by producing a strong
international standard which
defines the state of the art of a
safe pedelec (EPAC)
This could then be referenced
by local lawmakers to clarify
which vehicles should be
legally privileged to be treated
the same as bicycles powered
by muscle power only.

Video available at: https://vimeo.com/274378746
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What is a Pedelec?
It is a vehicle which does not exist in
the UN definition of road vehicles
which was signed in Vienna on the
8th of November 1968.
According to the Vienna agreement,
the moment there is any motor on the
vehicle it is a "Motor Vehicle" and no
longer a "Cycle".
Please read the relevant definitions for
yourself on the next page, or you can
access the full text and details here:
https://treaties.un.org/pages/ViewDetailsIII.aspx?
src=TREATY&mtdsg_no=XI-B-19&chapter=11&Temp=mtdsg3&clang=_en

Option one:
Update the definition of a cycle in the Vienna agreement, so that pedelecs are
included. Here is a draft proposal:
(l) "cycle" means any vehicle which has at least two wheels* and which is propelled
solely by the muscular energy of the person on that vehicle, in particular by means
of pedals or hand-cranks, and optionally by an electric assistance system which is
limited in its performance so that the safety level of the vehicle remains equal to or
better than that of an unassisted cycle**.
* this is out of date since modern gyroscopic controlled single wheeled vehicles have
now became safe and practical.
** If it is possible to reference a standard in the treaty then the text could refer to ISO
4210-10 for the definition of the permitted performance - assuming that the ISO
4210-10 text reflects these GoPedelec recommendations. The draft from May 2018
does not ensure that the cycle character is preserved: it permits all sort of fake
motorcycles as well. Alternatively, the specification could be included in the treaty
itself as an Annex.

Option two:
Accept that Pedelecs are either (o) "Power-driven vehicles" or (p) "Motor vehicles"
and work to include a clear exception for electric assisted bikes which are on the
same or better safety level as a purely muscle powered bicycle.
This would mean no mandatory insurance, no helmet obligation, no age limit, free
choice between street and bicycle lane… being treated equal to cycles.
Generally this is probably a feasible but difficult path. It may be the only option,
however, because any modification of the UN definitions could take some time…

Option three:
Define a completely new vehicle category for the pedelec. Maybe like this:
(q) "Pedelec" means any vehicle which is propelled dominantly by the muscular
energy of the person on that vehicle, in particular by means of pedals or handcranks. It may be fitted with a additional electric motor which can assist up to 15
km/h with limited acceleration capability and over 15 km/h and up to 32 km/h only
in proportion to muscle power, referencing the performance of a muscle only
powered road bike on a flat road. Above 32 km (20 miles) per hour it will behave as a
cycle as defined in (l). To allow motor assistance at speeds above 15 km/h and up to
20 km/h the muscular energy provided by the person riding the pedelec should be
at least 100 W, from 20 km/h to 25 km/h at least 150 W, and from 25 to 32 km/h
assist speed the rider must provide more than 150 W of muscle power. Nothing in
this definition shall be construed as preventing Contracting Parties from treating
pedelecs exactly as cycles in applying the provisions of their domestic legislation
regarding road traffic;

Motor Vehicle

Pedelec

The "Hercules Electra" sold from 1990 was
considered a "Motor vehicle". It was only legal
with a insurance plate, and was limited to drivers
with a minimum age of 16 years who had
obtained a certificate of their capabilities. The
product was not allowed to ride on forest tracks
where bicycles are allowed to go.

The "Yamaha Power Assist Cycle", sold from 1993, was
considered as a "cycle" by the Japanese government,
which agreed to this interpretation of the Vienna
agreement because of the strictly cycle-like character of
this vehicle. This cycle character was retained because
muscle power is always the dominant propulsion force
and the motor only assists. This Japanese interpretation
was copied in Europe, where it was modified by also
allowing motor assist independent of muscle power. In
China the same interpretation was 'stretched' to even
include motor scooters without pedals. The USA went
even further and the motor was allowed to power up to
speeds of 20 mph / 32 km/h.

Pedelec = the cycle character still dominant?
Only in Japan was the legal definition kept focused on the bicycle character. So even today, pedelecs sold in Japan only
supplement the muscle power of the rider.
In Europe, EN 15194 does not require a minimum power ratio between muscle power applied by the rider on the pedals and motor
assist power. This breaks the basic consideration the Japanese government used to justify accepting the additional electric motor
on a "cycle" - even though the Vienna Agreement generally does not permit any motor power for "cycles".
Even worse, in Europe pedal movement even without applying muscle power is sufficient to engage the motor fully with up to 250
W nominal power (which could mean much higher peak power). In most countries there is no age limit for pedelecs so a nine year
old child could just move the pedals and be accelerated like crazy to 25 km/h - this is definitively not as safe as a bicycle.
That is why it should be no surprise that insurance companies are challenging the "cycle" status of pedelecs. They are right: the
risks are higher. That is why pedelecs, as they are defined today, should be considered as "motor vehicles". Unfortunately this is the
simple truth: lets face it!

Pedelecs = to cycles!
The EU funded project "GoPedelec!" involved
seven EU countries. It raised the issue that the
pedelec can only retain the status of a cycle if
standards and legislation are rewritten in a way
that guarantees that the cycle character and
risk profile of the pedelec is similar to, or even
safer than, a purely muscle powered bicycle.
The final project Handbook, published in 2012,
included a so-called "Dream Legislation". This
was the result of long negotiations involving
cycle user associations, insurers and
governments. It is still very up to date!

achieved! (in Germany)

Absolute speed = Danger potential!
It is well known that absolute speed determines the
danger potential. That is why reducing traffic speeds will
help reduce the death toll of road transport a lot.
But speed differentials are also important. Where
vehicles mix, it makes sense to allow pedelecs with a fit
rider pedalling hard to go at the same speed as other
vehicles - usually 30 km/h in cities.
So relative speed would be reduced,and the other
vehicles would have less need to overtake. Pedelec riders
would fit well into mixed traffic.
.

Subjective safety
A key factor in the public acceptance of any kind of
cycling, including riding pedelecs, is that riders feel safe.
Because this is a subjective feeling on the part of the
user, it is usually called 'subjective safety'.
Good cycle infrastructure which provides separated,
wide space for cycling will be usually help a lot to provide
subjective safety, and acceptance of cycling.
But in many cases the quality of bike paths is not good
and sometimes some cyclists are not comfortable riding
on them.
That is why it remains important for wider acceptance of
cyclng that the rider always has a free choiceabout which
infrastructure h or she will use.
If the cycle infrastructure is attractive, it will be
automatically accepted by all cyclists.

Important: safety gear innovation should not be constrained by limiting it to one
single technical solution - such as a helmet.

The "Vnuk" ruling by the European court has turned a grey area into a
black mark! It is the death penalty for the pedelec in Europe and the
world! A cure is still possible - but industry and consumer stakeholders
seem only interested in painkillers.
Since the UN definition clearly states that any motor will cause a cycle to become a motor vehicle, it should be
no surprise that the European Court ruled in September 2014 that all motor vehicles must be insured, even if
used on private land.
Now, the European Union has started the process to implement this decision. This means that pedelecs will
need mandatory insurance - and even worse, we have all been reminded that pedelecs are motor vehicles
which need type approval, a numberplate and a driving license (meaning a minimum age for the user).
This will kill the pedelec in Europe and will affect other regions of the world too, since "best practice" will be
shared.
Bicycle industry and consumer organizations are trying to argue that pedelecs are not "motorized vehicles" and
that this is why they should be excluded from the scope of the Motor Insurance Directive. There is no question
that this should be true for pedelecs.
But this is not healing the cause: it is just patching up the wound and is like a painkiller - it helps us to forget the
root cause for some while. But the pain will soon come back! So let's change the pedelec's technical
definition, and the UN vehicle definition.

Vnuk in the Press:

Vnuk in the Press:

Resources on Damijan Vnuk ruling:
https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/?uri=CELEX%3A32009L0103
https://ec.europa.eu/info/banking-and-finance-website-notice-users_en
https://ecf.com/sites/ecf.com/files/ECF_Motor_Vehicle_Insurance_Position%20Paper_2017.pdf
https://ecf.com/civicrm/mailing/view?reset=1&id=1830
http://www.bicycleassociation.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2017/04/Vnuk-consultation-BA-responsefinal.pdf

Standardize outcomes
only!
When it comes to cycle lights, technical
developments often outstrip regulations,
meaning innovations which provide additional
safety cannot be used.
For example, limiting the voltage of lights to 6 V
is ridiculous. The voltage should not matter at all,
only how much light is delivered and the beam
pattern.
Daylight running mode and direction indicators
should become mandatory to ensure better
visibility and interactions with other road users.
Indicators could also trigger a vehicle to X alert
to nearby robot cars - something that raising an
arm to indicate will not normally do.

Pedelecs love
diversity!
Pedelec technology permits many
types of bike which were only dreamed
of before. The ability to cope with peak
loads due to the electric assistance
widens the scope of bicycle application,
especially for city logistics, taxi
services, mobile shops and service
vehicles. Faired vehicles widen the
usage case of cycling to all weathers
and all seasons, for all riders, and deliver
a solution to the cocooning desire of
humans which is one of the strongest
drivers for car use.
The current draft of ISO 4210-10 does
not consider the technical freedom
needed by all these new varieties…

EU Project GoPedelec recommendations 2012 on power
limitations of EPACs:
Key to legal status as cycle:
maintaining cycle character
and equivalent risk
assessment results!
Items to be modified:
A) Delete all motor power definitions since
motor power by itself is not safety relevant
(although excessively low power could be
safety relevant… )
B) Limit max speed in proportion to the muscle
power input of the rider (this guarantees
cycle-like speed variation).
C) Limit acceleration capability
D) To make tampering easy to detect, have a
data recorder as mandatory equipment
which law enforcement could access easily.
After an accident it could be easily
determined whether the vehicle had been
tampered with or not.
E) Define a muscle power to speed curve for
the speed area 15 km/h to 32 km/h

Current bikes do not truly
deliver 250 W… they more
commonly deliver 400-600
W, as measurements by
ExtraEnergy prove…
Nominal rated power is not a
danger by itself! It should be
completely deleted as a
safety requirement since it is
not safety relevant.
Standards should only
describe safety relevant
items!

Test conditions:
Segmented test track at
Tanna, Thuringia State,
Germany

The 3 red dots on the curve are the actual
benchmarking rides which each test rider has
ExtraEnergy
E-Bike und Pedelec Tests seit 1992
to do for calibration of him or herself on the
reference bike to enable the calculation of the
assistance factor

To view the complete test methodology please check it out here:
http://extraenergy.org/main.php?language=en&id=91641

The assist ratio takes into account the relative assistance in comparison to a
benchmark standard bicycle without an motor. This allows us to understand the effect
of the additional motor power.

ExtraEnergy.org has been testing electric bikes since 1992.

Muscle Power Pedal adapter
Data logger used on the bikes and sample graph
with the log file.
Details can be found in the annual yearbook, which
is available for download at ExtraEnergy.org

Bosch Performance CX on a hill climb

250 Watt energy flow

Bosch Active Line on a hill climb

250 Watt energy flow

Yamaha on a hill climb

250 Watt energy flow

GoSwissdrive on a hill climb

250 Watt energy flow

Utopia on a hill climb

250 Watt energy flow

Bionova on a hill climb

250 Watt energy flow

TQ Systems on a hill climb

250 Watt energy flow

Serienhybrid - Messung der Nenndauerleistung?

To make cargo bikes practical and safe needs high peak power - which actually increases
their safety. On steep hill climbs it should be possible to maintain speeds of 10-15 km/h
even where the rider cannot deliver high peak power (perhaps he or she will deliver even
less than 50 W of muscle power). Riding slowly makes it impossible for two wheel cargo
bikes to ride straight on a steep uphill, meaning the bike needs more road space and
increases the possibility of a crash with an other road user.

Serienhybrid - Messung der Nenndauerleistung?

Cargo pedelecs can have easily 100 kg and more payload. And a self-weight of 50 kg+. This
means that the total mass can easily reach 200-300 kg. Here a true 250 W continuous
rated power is not really useful. Making it useful by taking the same approach as the
cheating diesel car makers to fake lower power should not be seriously considered.

EU Project GoPedelec recommendations 2012 on power
limitations of EPACs:

Limit max speed in
relationship to muscle
power input of the rider
- this guarantees cycle
like behavior.
This concept ensures that only people who
would go fast on a pure muscle powered cycle
are able go fast on a pedelec.
Up to 15 km/h ,even the slightest pedalling
power input of the pedaling will be enough.
For all speeds above this, serious effort by the
rider is necessary. The speeds which can be
reached are equal to the speeds which can be
reached on a road racing bicycle on the flat!
The difference for a pedelec is that it is also
possible to ride at these speeds uphill and with
cargo. This will allow the pedelec market to
grow globally.

Improved proposal build on EU Project GoPedelec
recommendations of 2012 on power limitations of EPACs in
relation to speed:

Pedelec behavior equal to a road bike!
This ensures that any risk assessment comparing a cycle and a pedelec will definitively come
to the conclusion that a pedelec is just as safe as a cycle, or even safer, because on hills the
rider can proceed at a stable speed, without wobbling from side to side to keep balance at low
speed. Starts are also safer, especially uphill, with ancillary electric assistance.

Pedelecs below 15 km/h may look quite
unfamiliar…
Micro mobility cycle solutions which are especially capable to fill mobility gaps by connecting
between other means of transport in multimodal mobility chains have huge potential. These
vehicles are currently almost impossible to sell for transportation purposes because they
simply do not match to any vehicle definition. They could, by risk assessment, also be
considered as cycles if they have some kind of pedals or hand cranks controlled by muscle
power.

Improved safety: pedelec versus cycle
If the electric auxiliary motor is very powerful but strictly limited to a smooth and reliable
acceleration, starts become safe because the assist can provide immediate stable riding, with the
power modulated by the gradient and accelerometer sensors.

Slowly accelerating Pedelec

Fast accelerating Pedelec

Safety threat: sudden acceleration!
Electric motors do have extreme power capabilities, and in the definition currently used in ISO
4210-10 and the existing EN 15194 there is no real limitation of acceleration capability. This can lead
to high acceleration , which could cause instability and cyclists crashes = EPACS are due to that not
as safe as cycles. That is why, as proposed in the GoPedelec dream legislation, acceleration should
be limited. Nowadays this can be done easily using an 3 axis accelerometer on the motor controller
board - it is a inexpensive and reliable method.

Tampering: a deadly threat to Pedelecs!
Tampering of pedelecs is easy and common practice. Makers may try hard to make it difficult, but
people will always be able to cheat anti-tampering measures brought in by drive system makers.
That is why it will be necessary to make it easy to detect tampering. Mandatory black box
functionality on one, or even better several, electronic components on the pedelec should records
key riding data, and flag up non-plausible values. In a police check or after a accident, tuning can be
easily detected. A standard interface for readout of failure modes could also be used for this.
Definitely it will need some effort to define, develop and implement it - but otherwise the pedelec
could again be killed down the road due to too many tuning cases and safety concerns.

Additional items to be further considered:
Public parking and charging interface
Standard failure mode read out interface
Drive train: technical freedom for innovations
…

Additional recommended resources:
•

The GoPedelec handbook which is the summary of the EU
funded project GoPedelec and cofounded by the
International Energy Agency Hybrid & Electric vehicle
agreement Task 11 electric two wheelers. Available for free
download in many language versions at:

•

http://extraenergy.org/main.php?
language=de&category=&subcateg=&id=27585

•

The Biannual Magazine of ExtraEnergy.org which is
covering the latest tests results of key products sold in the
EU market and focus reports on relevant topics as well as a
company and product directory of key suppliers of LEV
components. Available for free download in chinese,
english and german language at: www.ExtraEnergy.org
Especially recommended the Edition No: 12 which is
focussing on the different hybridization drivetrains available
for pedelecs.

•

The IEA HEV IA annual year book which includes the
important Task 23 on public parking and charging
infrastructure. Available for free download at:
www.ieahev.org
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Contact data:
Interested parties are welcome to contact the task 23 operating agents for any further
questions:

Operating agent:

Co-Operating agent:

EnergyBus e.V. /GmbH
Hannes Neupert
Secretary General
Koskauer Str. 100
07922 Tanna
Germany

VITO Institute
Carlo Mol, Programme Oﬃce
Boeretang 200
2400 Mol
Belgium

Phone: +49 36646 27094
Mobile: +49 173 35 88 221
Email: hannes.neupert@EnergyBus.org
Web: www.EnergyBus.org

Phone: +32 14 33 58 85
Mobile: +32 492 58 61 24
Email: carlo.mol@proeftuin-ev.be
Web: www.proeftuin-ev.be
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